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Abstract: As an important research tool in neuroscience, event-related potential (ERP) technology
enables in-depth analysis of the consumer’s product image cognition process and complements and
verifies the product image cognition model at the ERP level. It provides an important theoretical
basis for systematically capturing product image and improvement of the product image cognitive
model. In this work, the correlation between ERP data, product image word pairs and the degree
of semantic match with the product is investigated, and a support vector machine algorithm is
selected to build a classification model with physiological data (behavioral data + ERP data) as the
independent variable and the degree of semantic match with the product image as the dependent
variable. By adjusting the model parameters, the final classification accuracy reaches 95.667%, which
shows that the model has some reliability and is a viable research method for ERP-based product
image researchers in the future.
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1. Preface

With the rapid development of scientific technology and industrial production ca-
pacity, the functions of many industrial products are becoming increasingly better, and
consumers’ basic needs for industrial products have been basically met. In this context,
consumers are gradually shifting their needs from the material level to the emotional
and personal level. An increasing number of companies are improving the appearance of
related products based on the change in consumer demand and hope to develop products
that meet consumers’ psychological needs.

Product appearance design can be expressed through product image. Product image
refers to the consumer’s intuitive reflection through subjective associations after sensory
perception when evaluating products [1] and may reflect and cater to consumers’ psycho-
logical needs to some extent. On the one hand, product image depends on the image and
meaning conveyed by the product through its shape, color, material, texture and struc-
ture [2] and, on the other hand, it is related to consumers’ own life experiences and cultural
background. Designers express their design ideas through product images. At the same
time, consumers can understand the design language that designers want to express by
experiencing and feeling the image of the products. Thus, the product image is an impor-
tant link between consumers and designers. However, because of the implicit and abstract
nature of product images, the cognitive process of product images is more complex [3], and
there are relatively few studies with objective consumer data based on product images.
Many researchers believe that an in-depth study of the cognitive process of product image
is helpful in understanding consumers’ emotional needs and product preferences. The
cognitive model of product image is a regular summary of the cognitive process of product
image, so the study of the cognitive model of product image is an important area of product
image research. Based on the cognitive image space of designers, consumers and engineers,
combined with the cognitive differences of the three, SU Jianning [4] created a composite
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cognitive image space to meet the emotional needs of the three and developed an evaluation
model for the product modeling image. The prototype matching theory was developed by
Rosch [5] et al. after a large number of cognitive psychology experiments. According to this
theory, people have abstract prototypes of different things in their memory. When people
recognize stimuli, they compare them with the prototypes in their brains and then judge
the stimulus according to the difference between the stimulus and the prototype. If there is
an approximate match between the stimulus and the prototype, then such stimuli can be
successfully recognized. The prototype is not a particular object but a collection of objects
representing all levels; that is, each prototype is considered to be the ideal representative of
a particular kind of object or a collection of things with common properties [6].

The study of the cognitive model of product image can provide a deep understanding
of the main factors of consumers in purchasing products. Therefore, the question of how to
accurately and objectively construct the cognitive model of product image is the focus of
current research. To build a cognitive model of product image, it is necessary to understand
consumers’ cognitive process of buying products and quantify this abstract cognitive
process of product image. Most researchers use affective measures to quantify consumers’
emotional needs for products. Affective measurement [7] is an important measurement
method for the level of user experience. The objective measurement method uses eye
movements, EEG, EMG, heart rate and other physiological indicators to quantify the user
experience [8]. Although it is difficult to operate and expensive, it can provide more
objective data.

Electroencephalogram (EEG) technology records the electrical activity generated by
the brain’s neurons on a person’s scalp in real time and provides a method of real-time
measurement of cognitive processes because of its high temporal resolution, namely, the
so-called “implicit measurement of cognitive processes” [9]. Therefore, this method is of
great importance in understanding the consumer cognitive process and the formation of
emotional preferences. Currently, many researchers have used EEG technology to study
consumers’ cognitive processes related to product images. Jesús García-Madariaga et al. [10]
used EEG technology to study in depth the neurophysiological responses of consumers
when using different products in different e-commerce environments to determine their
purchase intentions and preferences for different products. Michael W. O’Boyle et al. [11]
used functional magnetic resonance imaging (FMRI) to investigate whether scaling and
rotating consumers’ images while shopping for clothing online stimulated the brain’s
reward mechanism and pleasure. Liu et al. [12] used various websites as stimulus material.
Using ERP experiments, they found that the presence of N1 and P2 components showed
that subjects had a good emotional experience with the website, while the LPP (late positive
potential) showed that they had a poor emotional experience. The research showed that
the emotional effect of different website designs on users could be explored more deeply
from the perspective of electrophysiology. Wan [13] et al. used ERP technology to conduct
an experimental analysis of wood with different colors, textures and glosses. The results
showed that consumers perceived the color and gloss of wood more clearly than texture
when viewing wood products, and consumers appreciated dark wood products more in
terms of color. Chen et al. [14] studied people’s esthetic preferences for ceramic tiles and
recorded participants’ ERP. They found that the tiles people preferred elicited higher N100
amplitudes, while those they disliked elicited P200 and LPP amplitudes. Wang et al. [15]
investigated the effects of the types of images perceived by consumers on their purchase
intention and ERP data when buying different types of water products and found that
dynamic images of water products stimulated shoppers’ positive feelings. The amplitude
of N2 decreased, the latency shortened, and the amplitude of LPP increased. Deng et al. [16]
investigated the brain waves triggered by cultural and creative products with different
degrees of enjoyment, extracted consumers’ interest in images of cultural and creative
products, and developed an interactive evolutionary design system based on an interactive
genetic algorithm (IGA) and a neural network (BPNN). The effectiveness of this method
was tested using the design practice of condiment bottles.
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In this study, the examination of EEG characteristics by consumers is assumed under
various conditions of image matching for a specific stimulus displaying the product im-
age during the purchasing process. The objective is to quantify users’ subjective image
perception and establish a correspondence between EEG signals and the product image
space during consumers’ image perception. Building upon this correspondence, a model is
established to relate brain data points to image matching. The product image serves as a
significant factor influencing user experience, and ERP (event-related potential) technol-
ogy emerges as an effective approach to explore user experience. Therefore, this research
employs ERP technology to capture and quantify consumers’ psychological perception
through neural activity in the process of perceiving product images. The correlation model
between ERP data and the semantic value of product images is established using SVM
(support vector machine).

2. Experimental Design
2.1. Screening of Experimental Materials

As one of the representative products of industrial modernization, automobiles have
rich styling and design. Moreover, functional magnetic resonance imaging (FMRI) results
show that the images of cars can evoke the activation of the ventral striatum, orbitofrontal
cortex, anterior cingulate gyrus and occipital region of the subjects [17]. Cars are selected
as experimental material, and composite image spaces based on cars are created by appro-
priate Kansei engineering methods to determine the distribution of experimental material
in the image space and to provide material for the selection of stimulating material in ERP
experiments. In addition, the screening of representative pairs of perceptual images is a
necessary link to create a composite image space. According to the actual situation, the
similarity matrix method is used to screen the automobile stimuli material [18], and the
factor analysis method is used to filter out representative word pairs.

2.1.1. Car Image Filtering

Through relevant research on car styling [19,20] and online car buying platforms and
other ways, 78 car images with different image styles were selected. The images were
standardized using Adobe Photoshop 2020, and the car logo information was covered
to avoid influencing the subjects by car brand. Since this study was not based on the
control variables of car design characteristics. Therefore, it was not necessary to exclude
the influence of color on the product image. The image resolution ratio was unified, the
image background was set to white, and the spatial tilt angle (arc angle with the vertical
plane) was set to 45 degrees so that the subjects could clearly see the entire image of the car.
Some stimulus materials after processing are shown in Figure 1.
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Fifteen industrial designers were invited to prescreen 78 images of automobiles based
on their automobile characteristics. A panel of 15 experts meticulously classified the
remaining 47 photos based on features including lighting effects, hood designs and contour
lines, among others. Images with similar features were placed in a category. The number
of images in each category was unlimited and could differ from each other. The number
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of categories did not exceed 10. Based on the classification results, the similarity between
car images was calculated, i.e., how often two groups of car images appear in the same
category. The more frequent, the higher the similarity among car images. Finally, a 47 × 47
similarity matrix was created based on the similarity. SPSS 25 was used to cluster and
analyze the car images [21]. Based on the similarity matrix, the system finally classified
the car images into six categories, and then K-means clustering was performed for the
similarity matrix using SPSS 25, as shown in Figure 2.
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2.1.2. Selection of Image Words

By consulting the relevant literature on the vocabulary of car images [20,21] with
reference to information from shopping platforms and advertising texts, 79 pairs of words
related to car images were collected, and 57 pairs of words were finally identified by
excluding words with the same or similar meanings. Thirty-eight college students of the
Industrial Design Department were recruited. A questionnaire was issued to select the
word pairs that could accurately describe the car image from 57 pairs of image words, and
the average time to complete the questionnaire was 18 min. After the invalid questionnaires
were removed (two of them took less than five minutes to complete, and one took more
than two hours to complete), the remaining 35 valid questionnaires were screened and
28 pairs of words were identified. Twenty-two college students from the Department of
Industrial Design were recruited and also received a questionnaire based on the semantic
differential method. The subjects used 28 word pairs to evaluate six automobile stimulus
materials. The questionnaire took the form of a 7-point scale, with scores ranging from
−3 to +3. The closer the score to −3, the closer the product image to the picture vocabulary
on the left, and the closer the score to +3, the closer the product image to the picture–
word pair on the right. Taking the figurative word pair “tough–round” as an example,
−3 means “very tough”, −2 means “tough”, −1 means “a little tough”, 0 means “average”,
1 means “a little round”, 2 means “round” and 3 means “very round”. After viewing the
corresponding stimulus material, subjects rated according to their subjective feelings, and
22 valid questionnaires were received. The cluster analysis method was used to classify and
analyze the intentional vocabulary pairs. Finally, three groups of intentional vocabulary
pairs, namely, “classical–modern”, “tough–round” and “speed–stable”, were determined
to create an intentional space.

2.1.3. Scoring of Stimulus Materials Based on Product Conformity Intention Space

Based on three pairs of picture words: “classic–modern”, “tough–round”, and “speed–
stability”, 78 automotive stimulus materials were evaluated. Similarly, semantic differences
were used to create a questionnaire, and the evaluation model of the questionnaire was
created in the form of a 7-point scale. The scale value ranged from −3 to +3. The closer the
value was to −3, the closer the product image was to the image word on the left, and the
closer the value was to +3, the closer the product image was to the image word pair on the
right. Forty-eight students from Industrial Design College were recruited to complete the
questionnaire. Based on the dimensions of three image word pairs, the stimulus materials
were quantified and evaluated. Finally, the remaining 44 questionnaires were available to
calculate the average semantic value of each stimulus material. So far, the creation of the
composite image space has been completed.
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From 78 car pictures, 10 images with three kinds of image semantic matching degree
were selected as the stimulus materials for the EEG experiment. For example, for “classical–
modern” word pairs, 10 car pictures with the highest semantic value score, the middle
semantic value score (the score is closest to 0), and the lowest semantic value score are
selected. They represent three kinds of semantic matching degrees in “classical–modern”
word pairs: image consistent (highest semantic value score), image neutral (middle seman-
tic value score) and image inconsistent (lowest semantic value score). For the other two
pairs of image word pairs (“tough–round“ and ”speed–steady”), the experimental stimulus
materials were selected using the same method, and a total of 90 stimulus materials were
obtained. The stimulus materials of the different picture–word pairs may be reused.

2.2. Recruitment of Experimental Subjects

A total of 27 college students were recruited for the study, including 16 males and
11 females, aged 21–28 years. All subjects were right-handed, undergraduate or postgrad-
uate, with no history of mental illness or mental disease, normal or corrected-to-normal
vision, no professional knowledge of the automobile industry, and no apparent preference
for automobile brands (to avoid an unconscious preference for a particular type of automo-
bile based on professional knowledge). After the experiment, subjects were paid CNY 50 as
a reward.

2.3. Experimental Equipment Information

The ERP experimental units were equipped with the SynAmps 8050 ERP data ac-
quisition and analysis system from Neuroscan, and the ERP signals were acquired with
64-channel ERP electrodes.

2.4. Experimental Process

The “start–target” paradigm is a fundamental paradigm in ERP experiments. Usually,
an experiment is divided into two phases, the start phase and the target phase. In research,
the “start–target” paradigm is used to conduct experiments [22]. In the start phase, the
experimental stimulus material consisted of car pictures, while in the target phase, picture
words were presented. In the full experimental trial, as shown in Figure 3, the guidance
language was first presented to ask subjects to judge a picture–word based on the picture,
then a black cross was displayed at the central position of the screen, which lasted randomly
for 800–1000 ms. After, a car was shown at the central position of the screen in the start
phase, which lasted for 2000 ms (i.e., start phase), and then a blank screen appeared for
800–1000 ms. The purpose of the blank screen is to remove visual residue. Finally, a visual
vocabulary of 2000 ms appeared in the middle of the screen (i.e., target phase). Subjects had
to judge using their subjective perception whether the car stimulus materials appearing
in the starting phase were consistent with the visual vocabulary appearing in the target
phase. If the image was consistent, they clicked the “F” key on the keyboard. If the image
was inconsistent, they clicked the “J” key. If the image was neutral, they pressed the “B”
key. E-prime3.0 software was used to program the experimental paradigm and collect the
behavioral data.

The experiment adopted a mixed experimental design of 3 (three pairs of image
words: “classical–modern”, “tough–round” and “sense of speed—sense of smoothness”)
× 3 (image matching, image neutral and image not matching) × 2 (two poles of a pair of
image words, such as “classical” and “modern”). The stimulus materials were divided
into six groups (corresponding to the six image words) and presented immediately. Each
group had 30 stimulus materials, which were also presented immediately. A total of
180 trial were conducted. Considering the fatigue of the subjects in the ERP experiment,
the subjects took a minute break and relaxed after every 60 trials, so the whole experiment
took approximately 25 min.
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3. Analysis of Experimental Data
3.1. Experimental Data Recording

Behavioral data were collected during the experiment mainly using the E-prime
software. Data included the time (reaction time) required for subjects to respond to the
target stimulus and the correct rate (correct rate) of subject selection.

3.1.1. Reaction Time Analysis

Response time data are automatically collected according to the time keys needed for
subjects to make appropriate responses after the target stimulus appears. In this experiment,
this refers to the time required for the subjects to judge the semantic matching degree of the
image words (image consistent, image neutral and image inconsistent) after the appearance
of the image words in the target phase.

For the reaction time, a repeated-measures analysis of variance (MANOVA) was
used to analyze intention word pairs and semantic matching reaction time. Image word
pairs were used as intergroup factors and semantic matching as intragroup factors. The
results show that image words had a significant main effect, F (2, 18) = 168.126, p < 0.001.
Semantic matching also had a significant main effect, F (2, 18) = 184.873, p < 0.001. The
interaction effect between the lexical pairs and the degree of agreement was not significant,
F (4, 16) = 2.845, p = 0.059. From the analysis of the semantic matching analysis, the subjects’
reaction time was the longest when the semantic value of the image was neutral. When the
semantic value of the image was ambiguous, subjects consumed more cognitive resources
to make a judgement, which required more thinking time.

3.1.2. Accuracy Analysis

In the experiment, if the result of the subject’s assessment of the degree of semantic
matching of the stimulus material agreed with the result of the semantic value classification,
the answer was considered correct. Otherwise, it was considered incorrect. According to
the statistics of the accuracy rate, the accuracy rate of the image consistent was slightly
higher than that of the image inconsistent, while the accuracy rate of the image neutral was
the lowest.

The accuracy rate was analyzed using the analysis of variance with repeated measures
of image word pairs and semantic matching accuracy rate. Image word pairs were used as
intergroup variables and semantic matching as intragroup variables. The results showed
that image word pairs had significant main effects, F (2, 18) = 23.941, p < 0.001; semantic
matching also had a significant main effect, F (2, 38) = 19.924, p < 0.001. There was some
interaction effect between image word pairs and semantic matching, F (4, 76) = 3.326,
p = 0.014. From the results, subjects had a higher matching rate when they judged the
stimulus materials with image consistent, and the matching rate was lowest when they
judged the stimulus materials with image neutral. However, for the image neutral stimulus
materials, the accuracy rate was still 77.8%.
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3.2. ERP Experimental Data Analysis

The ERP data analysis followed the “start–target” paradigm, which was mainly di-
vided into the start phase and the target phase. These two phases included the analysis of
the brain region activation sites and the analysis of ERP components, respectively.

The start phase refers to the time period during which the vehicle stimulus was
presented on the screen. During this period, subjects recognize the stimulus material and
simultaneously compare it with the visual vocabulary in the experimental instructions.
Consequently, participants engage in cognitive processing, allocate attentional resources,
undergo semantic processing and partake in various other cognitive processes.

The target phase refers to the period of the presentation of the image vocabulary in
which subjects must judge whether the stimuli presented in the start phase match the image
vocabulary in the target phase and quickly press the keyboard to respond. This period
mainly involves the subjects’ cognitive activities, such as semantic processing and working
memory updating.

3.2.1. ERP Data Pre-Processing

Curry 8.0 software was used for data processing in the experiment. The M1 and M2
electrodes at the mastoid were set as reference electrodes, 30 Hz low-pass filtering was
selected, and four eye electrodes at VEOU, VEOL, HEOL and HEOR were set to remove
artifacts. During the entire experiment, the experimenters had to ensure that the electrodes
were fixed in good condition, and the resistance value of all electrodes had to be lower
than 15 kΩ before the experiment started to obtain high-quality EEG data. The sampling
rate was set to 1000 Hz, and 30 Hz low-pass filtering was used to remove high-frequency
noise. In the start phase, 200 ms before stimulus presentation was selected and 1000 ms
after stimulus presentation as the standard for segmentation; 200 ms was selected before
stimulus presentation as the baseline correction: and the ERP data of six experimental trials
into two (“classical” and “modern”, “tough” and “round”; “speed” and “steady”) in order
to complete the preprocessing of ERP data. After preprocessing the data, the available data
from the remaining 20 subjects were reviewed.

3.2.2. Startup Phase P300

The ERP data from 200 ms before stimulus presentation to 1000 ms after stimulus
presentation were selected for analysis in the initial phase. The topographic map of the brain
area is shown in Figure 4. From the figure, it can be seen that there was obvious positive
activation in the occipital area and left prefrontal lobe during the period of 200–400 ms,
while there was obvious negative activation in the right prefrontal lobe during the period
of 300–500 ms. As shown in Figure 5, there was an apparent P300 component during the
period 200–500 ms and an obvious N400 component during the period 300–600 ms, and
then there was a late positive component at 600–700 ms. According to the topographic map
of the brain and the overall waveform, the energy of the left frontal area gradually increased
in the period of 200–300 ms, indicating the presence of P300 components. The energy of the
left frontal area increased significantly in the period of 300–500 ms, and the P300 component
peaked. In addition, the energy of the right frontal area decreased significantly during the
300–500 ms period, resulting in N400 components. Late components occurred after 600 s.

For the P300 components, we selected the average amplitude of ERP during the
300–400 ms period of the start phase for RMANOVA and took the distribution positions
of brain electrodes (frontal electrodes (AF3 and AF4), superior electrodes (FC5 and FC6),
occipital electrodes (O1 and O2)) as the intergroup variables and three groups of image
words pairs and three types of semantic matchings as intragroup variables. The results
showed that the degree of semantic matching and the position of the electrodes in the brain
region had a large effect on the P300 components, and the degree of semantic matching
had a significant main effect, F (2, 18) = 52.962, p < 0.001. The electrode position in the brain
region had a significant main effect, F (5, 92) = 21.092, p < 0.001. There was a significant
interaction effect between image word pairs and semantic matching, F (10, 10) = 5.828,
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p = 0.005. There was an interaction effect between semantic matching degree and brain area
distribution, F (10, 10) = 4.841, p = 0.01. A paired t-test was performed for the distribution
position of electrodes in the brain area. It can be seen that the average amplitude was
highest at electrode AF3, which is consistent with the topographic map of the ERP, as
shown in Figure 6. Therefore, electrode AF3 was selected for further analysis of the
P300 components.
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For each type of image–word pair in AF3, stimulus materials with different levels of
degrees of semantic matching induced P300 components with different amplitudes. The
average amplitude of the P300 components induced using “tough-round” and “speed-
steady” was the image inconsistent > image neutral > image consistent, while the P300
components induced using “classic-modern” were slightly different. The result is that
image consistent > image inconsistent > image neutral. Based on the paired t-test of three
groups of image words with different levels of degrees of semantic matching, it can be
concluded that for the average P300 amplitude induced using “classical-modern” word
pairs, there was no significant difference between image consistent and image inconsistent,
t = 1.056, p = 0.252. The average amplitude of image neutral P300 was significantly lower
than that of the image consistent and image inconsistent. The conclusion for the word
pair “tough-round” and “speed-steady” was similar, i.e., image inconsistent > image
neutral > image consistent. A small difference was that for the word pair “tough-round”,
there was also a significant difference between image neutral and image inconsistent,
t = 2.254, p = 0.036.
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3.2.3. Startup Phase N400

For the N400 component, the average amplitude of the ERP in the period of 350–500 ms
during the start phase was selected for RMANOVA, and the distribution position of the
brain electrodes (frontal electrodes (AF3, AF4, F7 and F8), occipital electrodes (O1 and O2))
were taken as intergroup variables, three groups of image words pairs (classical–modern,
tough–round and speed–steady) and three types of semantic matching (image consistent,
image neutral and image inconsistent) were used as variables within the group. The results
showed that image word pairs, semantic matching and electrode distribution in brain
regions all had some influence on the average amplitude of N400 components. Image
words pairs had a main effect, F (1.757, 33.374) = 5.989, p = 0.005; semantic matching had
a significant main effect, F (1.656, 31.464) =17.811, p < 0.001; and there was a significant
main effect on the location of electrodes in the brain area, F (5, 15) = 31.513, p < 0.001.
There was a significant interaction between image word pairs and semantic matching,
F (7, 16) = 4.596, p = 0.001. There was an interaction effect between brain region distribution
and semantic matching, F (10, 10) = 5.528, p = 0.006. The paired t-test of the brain region
electrode distribution position showed that electrode F8 had a higher N400 amplitude
than other electrodes, and the difference was significant, as shown in Figure 7. Therefore,
electrode F8 was selected as the target electrode for the N400 component in the initial phase
of the research.

For each type of image word pair in the F8 electrode, stimulus materials with different
degrees of semantic matching induced N400 components with different amplitudes. Among
them, the N400 amplitude induced using an image neutral was the highest, followed by an
inconsistent image, and the N400 amplitude induced using an image consistent was the
lowest. Paired t-tests with different levels of semantic matching were performed based on
three groups of image words. For the three types of image–word pairs, the N400 waveform
showed a relatively consistent trend, i.e., N400 with the highest amplitude induced using
image neutral, followed by image inconsistent and N400 with the lowest amplitude induced
using image consistent. For the “classical–modern” word pair, the difference between
image consistent and image neutral was significant, t = 5.06, p < 0.001, the difference
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between image consistent and image inconsistent was significant, t = 4.904, p < 0.001, and
the difference between image neutral and image inconsistent was significant, t = −3.139,
p = 0.005. For the “tough round” word pair, the difference between image consistent
and image neutral was significant, t = 6.283, p < 0.001, the difference between image
consistent and image inconsistent was significant, t = 4.928, p = 0.000, and the difference
between image neutral and image inconsistent was significant, t = −3.28, p = 0.005. For the
word pair of “speed–steady”, the difference between image consistent and image neutral
was significant, t = 4.962, p < 0.001, the difference between image consistent and image
inconsistent was significant, t = 3.395, p = 0.004, and the difference between image neutral
and image inconsistent was significant, t = −4.575, p < 0.001.
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3.2.4. Target Phase P300

In the target phase, ERP data from 200 ms before stimulus presentation to 1000 ms
after stimulus presentation were selected for analysis. The topographic map of the brain
area is shown in Figure 8. From the figure, it can be seen that there was significant positive
activation in the occipital area within 100–300 ms and significant negative activation in the
apical area within 300–500 ms. The amplitude of the electrode POZ is shown in Figure 9.
According to the topographic map of the brain and the overall waveform, the energy
in the occipital area increased gradually during the period 100–200 ms, indicating the
presence of P300 components; during the period of 200–400 ms, the energy in the occipital
area increased significantly, and the P300 component peaked; in addition, the energy in
the superior area decreased significantly during the period of 300–500 ms, and the N400
component peaked. The P300 component is significantly related to working memory
updating, while the N400 component is related to semantic processing and semantic
conflicts. The P300 component is explained here. As subjects were asked to judge the
stimulus materials presented in the initial phase based on the image vocabulary, they will
recall the image style corresponding to the stimulus materials presented before making a
judgment, so the P300 component appears.
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For the P300 components, the average amplitude of the ERP in the target period
of 200–300 ms was selected for RMANOVA, and the distribution positions of the brain
electrodes (frontal electrodes (AF3 and AF4), top electrodes (FC5 and FC6), occipital
electrodes (POZ and O1)) were taken as intergroup variables, three groups of image–word
pairs (classical–modern, tough–round and speed–steady) and three types of semantic
matchings (image consistent, image neutral and image inconsistent) were used as within-
group variables. The results show that the degree of semantic matching and the position
of the electrodes in the brain region had a larger effect on the P300 components, and
the degree of semantic matching had a significant main effect, F (1.954, 31.123) = 8.626,
p = 0.001; the distribution position of the electrodes in the brain area had a significant main
effect, F (5, 15) = 14.717, p < 0.001. There was a significant interaction between image word
pairs and semantic matching, F (7, 16) = 9.838, p = 0.001; there was an interaction effect
between the degree of semantic matching and the position of the electrode distribution in
the brain area, F (10, 10) = 8.066, p = 0.001. The paired t-test of the electrode distribution in
the brain area shows that the average amplitude at electrode POZ was the highest, while
that at electrode FC5 was the lowest, which is consistent with the topographic map of the
ERP, as is shown Figure 10. So the electrode POZ was selected for further analysis of the
P300 components.
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The amplitude of P300 triggered by different types of image words in the electrode
POZ differed to some extent. For the “classical–modern” word pairs, the amplitude of P300
triggered by image neutral was the highest, followed by the amplitude of image consistent
and image inconsistent. For the “tough–round” word pair, the amplitude of P300 triggered
by image inconsistent was highest, followed by image neutral, and the amplitude of image
consistent was lowest. For the word pair “speed–steady”, the amplitude of induction
from image consistent was highest, followed by image neutral, and the amplitude of
induction from image inconsistent was lowest. Based on the paired t-test of three groups of
image words under different degrees of semantic matching, it can be seen that the P300
waveform shows significant differences for the three groups of image word pairs. For
the word pairs “classical–modern”, the difference between image consistent and image
neutral was significant, t = −3.314, p = 0.003, and the difference between image neutral
and image inconsistent was significant, t = 3.116, p = 0.005. For the word pair “tough–
round”, the difference between image consistent and image inconsistent was significant,
t = −3.55, p = 0.002, and the difference between image neutrality and image inconsistent was
significant, t = −2.941, p = 0.009. For the word pair “speed–steady”, the difference between
image consistent and image neutral was significant, t = 3.651, p = 0.002, the difference
between image consistent and image inconsistent was significant, t = 5.168, p < 0.001, and
the difference between image neutral and image inconsistent was significant, t = 3.273,
p = 0.004.

3.2.5. Target Phase N400

For the N400 component, the average amplitude of the ERP in the 250–400 ms period
during the start phase was selected for RMANOVA, and the distribution positions of
the brain electrodes (frontal electrodes (AF3 and AF4), top electrodes (FC1 and FC2) and
occipital electrodes (O1 and O2)) were taken as the intergroup variables; three groups of
image word pairs (“classical–modern”, “tough–round” and “speed–steady”); and three
types of semantic matchings (image consistent, image neutral and image inconsistent)
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were used as the within-group variables. The results showed that image word pairs,
semantic matching and distribution of electrodes in brain regions all had some effect
on the average amplitude of the N400 components. Image word pairs had a main ef-
fect, F (1.757, 33.374) = 5.986, p = 0.008; semantic matching had a significant main effect,
F (1.954, 31.123) = 8.626, p = 0.001. There was a significant main effect on the location of
electrodes in the brain region, F (5, 15) = 14.717, p < 0.001. There was a significant interac-
tion between image word pairs and semantic matching, F (3.039, 57.750) = 4.757, p = 0.005.
There was an interactive effect between the location of the electrodes in the brain area and
semantic matching, F (10, 10) = 3.924, p = 0.021.

The paired t-test of the electrode distribution in the brain region shows that electrode
FC2 has a higher N400 amplitude than other electrodes, and the difference was very
significant, as shown Figure 11. Therefore, electrode FC2 was selected as the target electrode
for the N400 components in the initial phase of the research.
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For each group of image–word pairs in the FC2 electrode, the stimulus materials with
different levels of degrees of semantic matching induced N400 components with different
amplitudes, with the image-neutral induced N400 amplitude being the highest, followed by
the image-inconsistent and the image-consistent induced N400 amplitude being the lowest.
Based on the paired t-test of three image–word pairs with different degrees of semantic
matching, it can be seen that the amplitude of the N400 waveform was slightly different
among the three groups of image–word pairs. For the word pair “classical–modern”,
the N400 amplitude of image neutral was the largest, and the N400 amplitude of image
consistent was the smallest. There was a significant difference between image consistent
and image neutral, t = 3.921, p = 0.001. There was a significant difference between image
consistent and image inconsistent, t = 2.692, p = 0.014. There was a significant difference
between image neutral and image inconsistent, t = −3.383, p = 0.003. For the “tough–round”
word pair, the N400 amplitude of image neutral was the largest, and the N400 amplitude
of image consistent was the smallest. The difference between image consistent and image
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neutral was significant, t = 3.335, p = 0.004. The difference between image consistent and
image inconsistent was significant, t = 2.579, p = 0.019. The difference between image
neutral and image inconsistent was significant, t = −2.741, p = 0.013. For the word pair
of “speed–stable”, the difference between image neutral and image inconsistent was not
significant, the N400 amplitude of image neutral was the lowest, the difference between
image consistent and image inconsistent was significant, t = 2.192, p = 0.043, and the
difference between image neutral and image consistent was significant, t = 2.336, p = 0.035.

3.3. Discussion

Analysis of the ERP data and topographic map revealed that the P300 component
occurred significantly in the 300–400 ms period of the start phase. Compared to three
groups of image–word pairs, the P300 amplitude induced using image neutral was lower
than that of image inconsistent. For the word pairs “tough–round” and “speed–steady”,
the trend of P300 amplitude was image inconsistent > image neutral > image inconsistent.
For the word pair “classical–modern”, the image consistent had the highest P300 amplitude.
From a behavioral point of view, it can also be observed that the response time of “classical–
modern” word pairs was generally long, and the accuracy rate was generally low, which
suggests, to some extent, that the task difficulty of “classical–modern” word pairs was
greater than that of the other two types of word pairs. The N400 amplitude occurred in the
350–500 ms period because it was in the starting phase, i.e., subjects with N400 components
triggered with non-semantic stimuli were told to make judgments based on an image
vocabulary in the subsequent target phase, which meant that after subjects viewed the car
pictures in the starting phase, the brain will compare the image words in advance, so N400
components appeared. The same rule applied to the average amplitude of N400 for the
three groups of image word pairs that had the same rule, that is, image neutral > image
inconsistent > image consistent.

In the target phase, the latency of the P300 and N400 components was relatively early.
P1, N1, P2, and other components appeared in the 0–200 ms period after the presentation
of the stimulus, and P300 components with much shorter latency appear in the 200–300 ms
period. For the three groups of image–word pairs, the P300 amplitudes induced using
different degrees of semantic matching have their own rules: for the word pairs “classical–
modern”, image neutral > image consistent > image inconsistent. For the word pair
“tough–round”, the image inconsistent > image neutral > image consistent. For the word
pair “speed–steady”, the image consistent > image neutral > image inconsistent. In addition,
there were obvious N400 components at 250–400 ms. N400 was usually triggered by words
and phrases that did not match or violate semantic expectations. Here, N400 was triggered
by image words presented in the target phase. For three groups of image words, the average
amplitude of N400 also had a consistent rule: image neutral > image inconsistent > image
consistent (i.e., mismatched stimulus materials induce higher N400 amplitude), and the
study found that image-neutral stimulus materials can induce the highest N400 amplitude.

4. SVM-Based Classification Model of Semantic Matching between Physiological Data
and Image
4.1. Data Normalization and Abnormal Value Processing

ERP data and behavioral data were used as input to the model, and the semantic
match (image consistent, image neutral and image inconsistent) was used as output to
build the model. The behavioral data were mainly related to response time, and the ERP
data consisted of the start phase and target phase. In the start phase, three ERP components,
P300, N400 and the late positive component (LPP), were selected; and in the target phase,
two ERP components, P300 and N400, were selected. See Table 1 for the location of the
electrodes and the interception periods. A total of 12 features were selected. To ensure
sufficient model data, the example training data set consisted of ERP data from 35 subjects
with 630 sample points. The StandardScaler.fit_transform() function in the sklearn package
was used for normalization.
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Table 1. Model characteristic variables.

Characteristic No. Stage Electrode Position Intercept Period Component

1 Start-up phase Average value of AF3 and F7 200–400 ms P300
2 Start-up phase Mean value of O1 and P3 200–400 ms P300
3 Start-up phase Average value of AF3 and F7 500–700 ms LPP
4 Start-up phase Mean value of T7 and P5 500–700 ms LPP
5 Start-up phase Average value of AF4 and F8 300–500 ms N400
6 Target phase Mean value of O1 and P3 200–400 ms P300
7 Target phase Mean value of O2 and P4 200–400 ms P300
8 Target phase Average value of AF3 and F7 300–500 ms N400
9 Target phase Average value of AF4 and F8 300–500 ms N400
10 Target phase Mean value of F1 and FC5 300–500 ms N400
11 Target phase Mean value of F2 and FC6 300–500 ms N400
12 Target phase reaction time

4.2. SVM Kernel Function Selection and Parameter Optimization

Linear kernel function, polynomial kernel function, Gaussian kernel function and
sigmoid kernel function are selected for the preliminary test, 70% of the samples are used
as a training set and 30% as a test set, the results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Classification accuracy of four types of kernel functions (gamma = “auto”, linear kernel
degree = 1, C = 1).

Kernel Function Name Accuracy

Linear kernel 76.11%
Polynomial kernel 70.55%

Gaussian kernel 86.67%
Sigmoid core function 65%

It can be seen from the table that the Gaussian kernel function has a high accuracy rate.
Therefore, the further parameter adjustment for the Gaussian kernel function is mainly
to adjust the penalty coefficient C and the gamma value. For Gaussian kernel function,
gamma is one of its own parameters, and its expression is: gamma = 1

2σ2 , the gamma value is
inversely proportional to the σ value in the expression, which reflects the balance between
the generalization ability of the model and the accuracy of the model. If the σ value is too
small, the relationship between the features will become smaller, the learning process will
be more complicated, and the generalization ability will correspondingly decrease. If the
σ value is too large, various features will affect each other, and the accuracy of the model
will decrease. The exhaustion method was used to estimate the gamma value parameters
and draw the learning curve, as shown in Figure 12. As shown in Figure 12a, the range of
gamma value is [10−10 , 10], the step length is 50, the accuracy rate is 93.3%, gamma = 0.752.
In Figure 12b, the range of gamma value is extended to [10−10 , 100], and the step size is
50. The accuracy is 92.78% and gamma = 0.625, and the accuracy becomes stable after the
gamma value exceeds 20, so it is unnecessary to extend the gamma value. In Figure 12c, the
gamma value range is restored to [10−10 , 10] with 100 steps, and the accuracy is 92.78%,
gamma = 0.599. Therefore, it can be seen gamma that 0.752 is appropriate.

In the determination, the gamma after the value was 0.752, the C values were enu-
merated and a learning curve was drawn. As shown in Figure 13a, the C value range was
[0 .01, 30], the step size was 50, the accuracy rate was 94.44%, and C = 1.846; as shown
in Figure 13b for C, the value range was narrowed to [0.01, 3], the step size was 100, the
accuracy can be 94.44%, and C = 1.263.
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In summary, we can know from the drawing of the learning curve gamma that the
value is 0.752. If the C value is 1.263, the accuracy can reach 94.44%. Now the results are
checked using the grid search method. The grid search method is also an algorithm to find
the optimal combination of parameters using means of exhaustion. The specific ideas are
as follows: First, the value range and step size of the target parameters are determined, and
then all parameters are arranged and combined. Finally, all combinations are generated
into a “grid”, and each combination is substituted into the model for learning and training.
Then, the accuracy of the model is evaluated one by one, and the combination with the
highest accuracy of the model is selected as the best parameter combination. It was found
that when drawing the learning curve C value and gamma suitable value range, the C value
range was [0.01, 5], the step length was 50, the gamma value range was [10−10, 1], and
the step size was 50. There were 2500 combinations in total. The sklearn model selection
with the Grid Search CV function and the Stratified ShuffleSplit function in the selection
package were used for grid search operations. A 10-fold cross-validation was performed,
and 70% of the samples were selected as the training set and 30% as the test set. Finally,
C = 1.2341 and gamma = 0.4498 was the best combination, and the accuracy was 95.667%.

5. Conclusions and Shortcomings

ERP technology and behavioral data were used to explore the relationship between
the appearance of the product and consumers’ image words, analyze the whole product
perception experiment in different time periods and ERP amplitudes, and provide objective
physiological data for product perception. It provides an important theoretical basis for
systematic acquisition of product image and improvement of product image cognitive
model. At the same time, the SVM model was built with ERP data and behavioral data as
input and the degree of image matching as output, and its reliability was verified, which
confirmed that the average amplitude of ERP components could be used as an effective
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feature parameter for classifying the semantic matching degree and provide a reference
for future researchers to explore ERP and product image in depth. At the same time, the
experiment also has shortcomings: The P300 amplitude of the word pair “classical–modern”
in the start phase can be studied in more detail, the word pair can be further refined and
classified, and the mechanism of P300 induced using different degrees of semantic matching
under the word pair can be studied in combination with the relevant theoretical research of
P300 components. In addition, the relationship between the late positive component (LPP)
and product image needs further investigation. The sample data in the model created in
the experiment are small, and the number of subjects can be increased in further research
to further improve the accuracy of the model.
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